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ABSTRACT 

 
     The tsunami caused by the great east Japan earthquake lead to collapse 
infrastructures including bridge and breakwater. It is important to reconsider disaster 
prevention and mitigation techniques towards next millennium tsunami. Currently, most 
of local governments in Japan are promoting the selection and specification of tsunami 
refuge buildings for people who live in the difficult area to evacuate within the limited 
time. However it’s difficult to settle the design code of tsunami refuge building because 
there are so many incertitude accident during tsunami related to water induced impact 
force, buoyancy force, tumble of the building and so on. Numerical simulation by a 
particle method has been conducted for the evaluation of tsunami fluid force acting on 
tsunami refuge building as a first step, and then these values are compared with the 
current design code in Japan. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     The tsunami caused by the great east Japan earthquake lead to collapse civil 
engineering structures on March 11, 2011. It is important for a civil engineer to 
reconsider disaster prevention and mitigation techniques towards next millennium 
tsunami. Besides, in order to prevent from collapsing the structures by the tsunami, 
development of the numerical analysis method which can precisely evaluate the 
tsunami force acting on the structures in advance is desired. 
    With the run-up of tsunami, people in the area that is planes require a lot of time to 
evacuate to high ground area or coastal settlements is not suitable for evacuating on 
account of steep geographical features in the back are exposed to the risk. Actually, 
people who live near the coastal area require a lot of time to evacuate to high ground 
area during run-up of tsunami. In addition, it is difficult to run away on steep slopes and 
stairs for people who have a handicap in foot, older people and children. For these 
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reasons, currently, most of local governments in Japan are promoting the selection and 
specification of tsunami refuge buildings for the people to evacuate within the limited 
time. In selecting tsunami refuge buildings, the existing buildings are basically sufficient 
as long as the building has no defects. However, to construct a new structure which 
can withstand tsunami, it is necessary to consider so many incertitude accidents during 
tsunami related to water induced impact force, buoyancy force, tumble of the building 
and so on. Since tsunami is a complicated phenomenon, the collapse mechanism of 
structures in land or how large tsunami fluid force acts on the structures are not 
elucidated, hence the design code of tsunami refuge building has not been settled. 
     In this study, an analysis tool based on three-dimensional fluid analysis for above 
discussion was developed. As a first step, we focused on the evaluation of tsunami fluid 
force acting on tsunami refuge building. To validate our numerical too, the result of 
numerical analysis is compared to tsunami force evaluation model which is explained in 
necessary conditions made by Ministry of Land, Infrastructure in Japan. 

The meshless particle methods have been applied in many engineering applications 
including the free-surface fluid flows. In the particle methods, the state of a system is 
represented by a set of discrete particles, without a fixed connectivity; hence, such 
methods are inherently well-suited for the analysis of moving discontinuities and large 
deformations such as the free-surface fluid flows with breaking and fragmentation.  The 
SPH technique was originally proposed by Lucy (1977) and further developed by 
Gingold and Monaghan (1977) for treating astrophysical problems. Its main advantage 
is the absence of a computational grid or mesh since it is spatially discretized into 
Lagrangian moving particles. This allows the possibility of easily modeling flows with a 
complex geometry or flows where large deformations or the appearance of a free 
surface occurs. At the present time, it is being exploited for the solution of problems 
appearing in different physical processes. Monaghan (1992) has provided a fairly 
extensive review of SPH methods. 
     A proposal for constructing an incompressible SPH model has been introduced, 
whose pressure is implicitly calculated by solving a discretized pressure Poisson 
equation at every time step Cummins and Rudman (1999), Asai et al. (2012) and  Aly 
et al. (2011, 2013). A stabilized incompressible SPH method involving relaxation of the 
density invariance condition was proposed by Asai et al. (2012). In this technique, the 
pressure Poisson equation was solved related to velocity divergence-free and density 
invariance conditions. This formulation leads to a new pressure Poisson equation with a 
relaxation coefficient, which can be estimated via a pre-analysis calculation. 

In the current study, an Incompressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (ISPH) 
method has been adapted to simulate complex flow phenomena around tsunami refuge 
building. The validation of our method is confirmed by comparing with small 
experimental model, especially for evaluation of tsunami fluid force acted on bridge 
girder model as Tanabe et al. (2014).  

 

 
2. IMPROVED ISPH 
 
     In this section, a stabilized ISPH as Asai et al. (2012), which includes a modified 
source term in the pressure Poisson equation for incompressible flow, is summarized. 



  

     2.1 Governing equation 
     As governing equations, the continuum equation and the Navier-Stokes equation 
are solved. These equations for the flow are represented as 
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where  and  are density and kinematic viscosity of fluid, u  and p  are the velocity 

vector and pressure of fluid respectively. F is external force, and t indicates time. The 
turbulence stress τ is necessary to represent the effects of turbulence with coarse 
spatial grids.  

 
     2.2 Modification in the source term of pressure Poisson equation 
     The main concept in an incompressible SPH method is to solve a discretized 
pressure Poisson equation at every time step to get the pressure value. In a sense of 
physical observation, physical density should keep its initial value for incompressible 
flow. However, during numerical simulation, the ‘particle’ density may change slightly 
from the initial value because the particle density is strongly dependent on particle 
locations in the SPH method. If the particle distribution can keep almost uniformity, the 
difference between ‘physical’ and ‘particle’ density may be vanishingly small. In other 
words, accurate SPH results in incompressible flow need to keep the uniform particle 
distribution. For this purpose, the different source term in pressure Poisson equation 
can be derived using the ‘particle’ density. The SPH interpolations are introduced into 
the original mass conservation law before the perfect compressibility condition is 
applied. 
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Then, the pressure Poisson equation reformulated as: 
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where  is relaxation coefficient, *

iu is temporal velocity and triangle bracket < > means 
SPH approximation. Note that this relaxation coefficient is strongly dependent on the 
time increment and the particle resolution. Then, the reasonable value can be 
estimated by the simple hydrostatic pressure test using the same settings on its time 
increment and the resolution. 
 



  

3. Tsunami force evaluation model 
 
     In this section, the Tsunami force evaluation model that utilized in Japan is 
introduced in National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, Japan (2012). The derivation of this 
evaluation model is based on the experiment in Asakura et al. (2000). The experimental 
results are applied with improving from knowledge of the great east Japan earthquake 
and considering openings, which are windows and shutters and so on, that are not 
durable against tsunami fluid force. 
 
     3.1 The concept of evaluation model 
     Tsunami fluid force can be estimated simply by summation of tsunami fluid pressure 
acted on the structure. At this occasion, the shape of tsunami fluid pressure is similar to 
static water pressure and the ratio of similarity is decided by the geographical condition 
of the structure. The tsunami force evaluation model is represented as: 
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where Qz is tsunami fluid force,  and g are the density of fluid and gravity acceleration. 
h is inundation height for design, and z is the height of corresponded parts from ground. 
B is the width of structure, and z1 and z2 are the maximum and minimum height of 
pressure receiving surface respectively. α is water depth coefficient that varies the 
value from 1.5 to 3.0 depending on the distance between structure and coast or 
existence of obstruction to deteriorate power of tsunami. The conceptual scheme of 
tsunami force evaluation model has been shown in Fig. 1. To be careful, the equation 
doesn’t consider impulsive force caused by action of the tip of bore tsunami but it can 
evaluate maximum sustainable force. On the other hand, in terms of opening treatment, 
the tsunami fluid force can be estimated by eliminating opening’s width at each height 
from pressure receiving surface at each height.  
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Fig. 1 The conceptual scheme of tsunami force evaluation model 
 

 

4. Analysis model and result 

 
     In the following section, the analysis model is described. In addition, the analysis 
results are compared to tsunami force evaluation model. 



  

     4.1 Analysis model 
     The analysis model is shown in Fig. 2. The conditions of analysis are the particle 
distance 0.1m, the total number of particles 34 million, the time increment 0.001 second 
and the real time 3.2 second. The server system of high-performance operation of 
Kyushu University ‘HA8000-tc/HT21’ is used for analysis during 48 hours. As the initial 
condition, all water particles are given 7m/s velocity referring to shallow water long-
wave equation. As the boundary condition, in addition, the water particles that exist in 
10m away from the tsunami refuge building are given 7m/s velocity in all times due to 
express continual power of tsunami. 
     On the other hand, the models of tsunami refuge building are shown in fig. 3. The 
‘open’ model that is simplified the six-story building made of reinforced concrete 
designed by National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, Japan. On the basis of ‘open’ model, ‘close’ 
model that is filled opening up and ‘piloti’ model which is eliminated the part of 1st floor 
are settled. These three cases are adopted for analysis. 
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Fig. 2 The analysis model 
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Fig. 3 The models of tsunami refuge building 

 

 
     4.2 Analysis result 
     The analysis results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The dashed line in Fig. 4 are the 
evaluation of tsunami fluid force estimated by tsunami fluid evaluation model mentioned 
in section 3, and the color of lines correspond one by one. Water depth coefficient a 
used in tsunami fluid evaluation model is adopted 3.0 m since we exclude the 
obstruction in our analysis condition. 
     As models in our study, impulsive force that is large peak value is observed when 
tsunami bore dump into tsunami refuge building. The impulsive force of ‘open’ and  
‘close’ model exceed the tsunami fluid force estimated by tsunami fluid evaluation 
model. On the other hand, due to settle the inundation height 5 m, the tsunami fluid 
force of ‘piloti’ model is reduced drastically so that the main tsunami fluid force that may 
act on the 1st floor of tsunami refuge building is turned aside. In addition, the tsunami 
fluid forces in Fig. 4 oscillate through all times because of the influence of eddy caused 



  

by intercepting tsunami suddenly in front of tsunami refuge building. Fig. 5 shows the 
snapshots of front and back view for our analysis results. In back view, the snapshot 
shows the exerting of tsunami waves from the refuge building. In front view, we 
introduced the distribution of the evaluated pressure from tsunami waves over the 
refuge building. 
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Fig. 4 Tsunami fluid force 
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Fig. 5 Analysis result 

 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
    The numerical simulation was implemented with focusing on an evaluation of 
tsunami fluid force firstly in order to build a numerical simulator for design of tsunami 
refuge building. Tsunami fluid force may vary with depending on the shape of building, 
and our numerical results have validity corresponding to the prediction. Since tsunami 
force evaluation model is not considered about impulsive force, the impulsive force 
exceeds the estimation by tsunami force evaluation model. The factor is also confirmed 
through an experiment in Arikawa (2006). For the treatment of opening, tsunami fluid 
evaluation model need to be reconsidered. The verification and validation of this 
simulation technique are unavoidable as our future work, before the simulation may 
apply to the practical design for next huge tsunami 
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